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Electrochemotherapy: First Treatment of Mast Cell Tumour in a Dog
t
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Abstract: Electrochemotherapy is an antitumour therapy

MATERIALS & METHODS

that utilizes locally delivered short intense direct current
electric pulses to the tumour nodule and chemotherapy. We
present first study to introduce electrochemotherapy with
cisplatin into veterinary medicine, where it is a need for
inexpensive effective treatment of cutaneous and
subcutaneous tumours of various types. Here, we report
electrochemotherapy for two nodules of cutaneous mast cell
tumour in dog.
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INTRODUCTION

is an

Before treatment dog was sedated by i.m. injection of

100 $glkg bw medetomidine hydrocloride

(Domitor,

SmithKline Beecham). Electrochemotherapy was performed by injection of cisplatin to the tumour nodule, one to
two minutes thereafter electric pulses were applied to the
tumour. Cisplatin (Platamine, Pharmitalia) was given at the
dose of lmg/I00 mm'tumour volume. Square wave electric

pulses

of

100 psec,910

V

amplitude (amplitude to

I Hz were
delivered through two parallel stainless steel electrodes
(thickness, I mm; width, 7 mm; length, 14 mm, with
rounded tips and inner distance between them 7 mm) with
electrode distance ration 1300 V/cm), frequency

antitumour therapy that

an electropulsator Jouan GHT 1287 (Jouan, France). Each

utilizes locally delivered short intense direct current electric

run of electric pulses was delivered in two trains of four
pulses, with I sec intervals, in two perpendicular directions.
Good contact between the electrodes and the skin was

Electrochemotherapy

pulses to the tumour nodule and chemotherapy (l).
Application of electric pulses cause a nonselective increase
in plasma membrane permeability and therefore facilitate
and increase uptake of drugs that act on intracellular
targets, but do not freely diffuse into the cells (l-3).
Increased drug uptake results in increased antitumour

assure by means of a conductive gel after hair cut.

effectiveness. Electrochemotherapy using either bleomycin
or cisplatin has been extensively tested in preclinical
studies and also entered clinical phase I and II studies

it proved be highly effective antitumour treatment
(l-6). The aim of the present study was to introduce
electrochemotherapy with cisplatin into veterinary
where

medicine, where is a need for inexpensive effective
treatment of cutaneous and subcutaneous tumours of
various types. Here, we report electrochemotherapy for two
nodules of cutaneous mast celltumour in dog.
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Figure 2: Clinical aplication of electrochemotherapy
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Figure

l:

Mast cell tumour in dog. Fine needle aspiration

from a canine mast cell tumour

(bar: l0 pm)

in

dog.

RESULTS
There were no major local or general side effects noted.
Muscle contractions were observed after each pulse. The
contractions were instantaneous, disappearing immediately
at the end of each pulse. Four weeks _after the treatment the
tumour nodule, which was 1,0 cm3 in size disappeared
completely. At six months of follow-up the tumor nodule
was still in complete response.
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Figure 3: The tumour noduls disappeared completely.
Locale alopecia short after treatment was seen.

DISCUSSION

This study shows that electrochemotherapy with
cisplatin is also effective and safe local treatment of mast
cell tumour in dog. The advantages of this therapy are its
simplicity, short duration of treatment sessions, low
cisplatin doses, and insignificant side effects, as well as the
fact that that the patient does not have to stay in the
hospital. The treatment is also quite unpainful and may be
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electrochemotherapy and will hopefully lead to a wider use
of this therapy in veterinary medicine.
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